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Résumé : Les algorithmes évolutionnaires interactifs pâtissent souvent de ce que l’on peut appeler
le “goulot d’étranglement de l’utilisateur”, autrement dit une perte d’efficacité de l’algorithme due
à la fatigue de l’utilisateur (qui n’apprécie évidemment pas des interactions répétitives et/ou inin-
téressantes). Nous proposons et analysons dans ce papier une méthode de gestion de l’interaction-
utilisateur permettant à la fois de glaner les informations utiles au bon déroulement de l’algorithme
d’optimisation évolutionnaire, tout en limitant le nombre d’interactions. Cette méthode a été déve-
loppée dans le cadre d’une application en débruitage multifractal d’images : le débruitage multifrac-
tal est adapté aux images complexes, mais dépend d’un jeu de paramètres délicats à ajuster. Une
approche évolutionnaire interactive simple a été élaborée dans des travaux précédents pour l’ajuste-
ment de ces paramètres. Nous étudions ici l’emploi d’un module d’approximation du jugement de
l’utilisateur, par le biais d’une “carte de fitness,” afin de réduire le nombre d’interactions avec l’utili-
sateur. La méthode peut être étendue facilement à d’autres applications évolutionnaires, interactives
ou calculatoirement coûteuses.
Mots-clés : Algorithmes évolutionnaires, évolution interactive, interactivité, analyse multifractale
d’images, exposant de Hölder, ondelettes, spectres multifractals.
∗ and Dresden University of Technology, Germany
Efficient interactivity for interactive evolutionary algorithms.
Application to multifractal image denoising.
Abstract: Interactive evolutionary algorithms (IEA) often suffer from what is called the “user bot-
tleneck.” In this paper, we propose and analyse a method to limit the user interactions, while still
providing sufficient informations for the EA to converge. The method has been currently developed
on a multifractal image denoising application: a multifractal denoising method is adapted to complex
images, but depends on a set of parameters that are quite difficult to tune by hand. A simple IEA has
been developed for this purpose in a previous work. We now experiment an approximation of the
user judgment, via a "fitness map", that helps to reduce the number of user-interactions. The method
is easily extensible to other interactive, or computationally expensive, evolutionary schemes.
Key-words: Evolutionary algorithms, interactive evolution, user-interaction, multifractal image
analysis, Hölder exponents, wavelets, multifractal spectrum.
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1 Introduction
The founding works in interactive evolution [3, 2, 4, 1], oriented towards artistic applications,
have now been extended to many other applications where quantities to be optimised are related to
subjective rating (visual or auditive interpretation). Characteristic attempts are for example [5] for
Hearing Aids fitting, [7] for smooth, human-like, control rules design for a robot arm, or [8] for the
design of HTML style sheets. An overview of this vast topic can be found in [9].
Interaction with humans raises several problems, mainly linked to the “user bottleneck” [11], i.e.
the human fatigue. Several solutions have been considered [11, 9, 10] :
– reduce the size of the population and the number of generations,
– choose specific models to constrain the research in a priori “interesting” areas of the search
space,
– perform an automatic learning (based on a limited number of characteristic quantities) in order
to assist the user and only present to him the most interesting individuals of the population,
with respect to previous votes of the user.
In the application of interest in this work, a first experiment has been done according to the first
of the previous items (evolving a small population). We now experiment an approach related to the
third item, i.e. we try to extend the fitness rating to individuals of a larger population via the analysis
of the user judgment on a small sample of individuals.
The paper is organised as follows : In section 2 the basics of multifractal image analysis and
denoising are recalled. In section 3 the first interactive method is presented, then the proposed exten-
sion are described in section 4. Experiments are described and commented in section 5, showing the
efficiency of the proposed method. Conclusions, possible extensions, and future work are detailed in
section 6.
2 Multifractal bayesian denoising
2.1 Multifractal image analysis
Multifractal analysis relies on the hypothesis that important information of the signal are embed-
ded in its irregularity. This approach is adapted to complex and/or noisy signals.
In image analysis, it consists in measuring the regularity at each sample point, in grouping the
points having the same irregularity, and then in estimating the Hausdorff dimension (i.e. the “fractal
dimension”) of each iso-regularity set.
Irregularity is measured via the local Hölder exponent [12] defined for a continuous (non-
differentiable) function f at x0 as the largest real α such that :
∃C, ρ0 > 0 : ∀ρ < ρ0 supx,y∈B(x0,ρ)
|f(x) − f(y)|
|x − y|α
≤ C
The function fH that gives for an α the Hausdorff dimension of its iso-α set, fH(α), is called
a multifractal spectrum. It is thus a representation of the irregularity of the image (a sort of measu-
rement of the geometrical distribution of the iso-α sets). As an example, a fH(α) ' 1 corresponds
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to a linear and smooth structure, while fH(α) ' 0 is a set of scattered points (singular points), or
fH(α) ' 2 is a uniformly textured area.
The multifractal spectrum provides at the same time a local (α) and a global (fH(α)) view-
point on data. It has been exploited with success in many applications where irregularity bears some
important information (image segmentation [13], signal and image denoising [12], etc ... )
Wavelet transforms are convenient tools for the estimation of the Hölder exponents. The method
we present here is based on discrete wavelet transforms, and has been compared to other denoising
techniques based on wavelets (soft thresholding), know as very efficient in many cases, see [14].
2.2 Regularity based bayesian denoising
The aim is to find a denoised image I2 for a noisy image I1, under the constraint that I2 has
a given multifractal spectrum. Furthermore, we assume that the noise is white and gaussian. Its
variance is denoted σ.
Following the Bayesian MAP approach from [15] we denote by y a wavelet coefficient of the
noisy image at scale j. The corresponding wavelet coefficient x̂ of the denoised image at the same
scale j can be calculated by solving the following equation :
x̂ = arg max
x>0

j · g


log2
(
K̂ · x
)
−j

 −
(|y| − x)
2
2σ2

 sgn (y)
where
– K̂ is a constant for which K̂ · |y| < 1 holds and may be set independently for each scale. In
what follows, K̂ has been taken as the inverse of the maximal coefficient in each scale j.
– g is a function which defines the multifractal spectrum of the denoised image. It is determined
by the 5 values αmin, αnod, αmax, g (αmin) and g (αmax). The spectrum has been chosen to
fulfill the following constraints :
– g is defined on the interval [αmin, αmax],
– g (x) ∈ [0, 1],
– αnod ∈ [αmin, αmax] and g (αnod) = 1,
– g is affine on [αmin; αnod] and on [αnod; αmax].
In most cases, but not necessarily, the multifractal spectrum calculated from the denoised coeffi-
cients x̂ should show a slight spectral shift to the right. This shift is a sign of an overall increase of
regularity.
2.3 Free parameters
Consequently, the extended multifractal denoising algorithm presented in this work depends on
7 parameters :
– the 5 values defining the a priori spectrum g,
INRIA
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– the variance σ of the noise,
– the wavelet used for the discrete (inverse) wavelet transformation.
The choice of the wavelet is less critical than the choice of the other 6 parameters. Usually Dau-
bechies 6 to 12 offer equivalent denoising results in terms of visual reception whereas Daubechies
wavelets with smaller supports yield unsatisfactory results in some cases.
Specially in cases where we want to treat very noisy image and subsequently have to set the
parameters σ and αnod to relatively high values, the denoising algorithm leads to artefacts in the
denoised image when using wavelets with a small support, see figure 1. The regularity of those
wavelets is low. They are therefore not able to model very irregular parts of an image.
FIG. 1 – Original Image without noise (u.l.), Multifractal denoising using wavelet Daubechies 2
(u.r.), Multifractal denoising using wavelet Daubechies 18 (l.l.), Noisy Image (l.r.), all parameters
except wavelets are constant.
It should be mentioned that the number of calculated wavelet scales is fixed to a value obtained
from the image dimensions [N × M ] :
scales = blog2(max(N, M))c
The setup of the 7 resulting free parameters is nontrivial in the sense that they are strongly de-
pendent on the amount of noise in the noisy image and the subjective opinion of the human observer
about which result reflects best the desired denoised image.
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The idea was therefore to build an user guided evolutionary algorithm to interactively find sui-
table settings of the free parameters.
3 A First Interactive Approach
An Interactive Evolutionary Algorithm for multifractal denoising has already been developed in
the INRIA - Complex Team. The results of this work have been presented in [14].
3.1 Genome
The first denoising IEA does not include the choice of the wavelet basis as a free parameter but
considers a shift to the a priori spectrum g for diagonal wavelet coefficients. It has been noticed
that the diagonal wavelet coefficients are more sensitive towards additive noise and therefore may
deserve a different spectrum g.
The genomes that are evolved by this IEA are made of 7 real genes :
– 5 values to define the g function for the horizontal and vertical wavelet coefficients : αmin ∈
[0, 0.5], g(αmin) ∈ [0, 1], αnod > αmin, αnod ∈ [0, 2], αmax > αnod, αmax ∈ [0.01, 20],
g(αmax) ∈ [0.2, 1]
– the shift of the g function for the diagonal coefficients (range [0, 0.5]),
– the variance of gaussian noise, σ (range [0, 100.0]).
3.2 Fitness and user interaction
The fitness function is given by the user with aid of sliders attached to each denoised image.
Possible evaluations are in the range [-10,+10], where -10 is the worst and +10 is best possible
notation to an image. The default value of “0” corresponds to a denoised image which seems neither
to be better nor worse than the original noisy image.
Beside controlling the evolutionary cycle by giving evaluations to images, the user may also
directly edit the genotypes of these images, see figure 2. This means that the user can behave as an
additional genetic operator.
3.3 Genetic Engine
The population has a fixed size of 6 individuals. Each individual carries a set of 7 parameters and
therefore represents one solution for the afore mentioned combinatorial problem. All individuals are
presented as an image, the result of our denoising algorithm. The basic evolutionary cycle employed
in this program is illustrated in figure 3.
The evolutionary operators are defined in the following way :
– Parent Selection is performed by deterministic selection of the 3 best individuals in the po-
pulation.
INRIA
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FIG. 2 – The interface of the previous IEA, written in C++.
– Genetic Operators :
– Barycentric Crossover, where a new individual is a weighted combination of his parents
with a randomly chosen weight in [0, 1].
– Mutation as an independent perturbation of each gene value by adding a gaussian noise
with a given variance.
– Survivor Selection replaces the 3 worst individuals in the parent generation by the offspring
individuals.
Before parent selection, the user given fitness values are weighted with a sharing value to main-
tain a minimum of diversity inside the small population. This sharing value is calculated from mean
genotype distances. The parent selection then chooses the 3 individuals with the best weighted fit-
ness and is therefore fully deterministic. Crossover and mutation operators then produce an offspring
of size 3. The survivor selection puts the offspring in the place of the parent individuals and thereby
closes the evolutionary cycle.
4 Extended Interactive Approach
The main issue of the present work is to build an interactive evolutionary algorithm that takes
more benefit from the user evaluations (increases the reactivity) while being able to handle popula-
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FIG. 3 – The first denoising IEA genetic engine.
tions of any size (increases the search capabilities). The first denoising IEA is based on a population
which contains only 6 individuals. Furthermore, it only considers the current user evaluations for
the calculation of the next generation. In this basic scheme, the user has access to 6 individuals (or
images) per generation : the IEA is driven by a fitness sample – or let us say a fitness map – made of
only 6 points.
A dynamic approximation of the interactive fitness is a delicate task, and necessitates a rather
large sample. We propose a method based on the use of past user notations, collected in a set,
the fitness map. The fitness of new individuals produced by the genetic engine can be preliminary
estimated from the fitness map by smooth interpolation (flat or polynomial, see in section 4.3). This
preliminary fitness etimation can serve as a preselection tool in order to show to the user only the 6
best individuals of a larger current population.
The use of larger population sizes offer some major advantages, where an obviously easier main-
tenance of diversity, a more extensive exploration of the given search space and a possible speedup
of convergence are the most significant.
4.1 Genome
The genomes that are evolved by this extended IEA are made of 7 genes :
INRIA
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FIG. 4 – The extended genetic engine. It supports a fitness map (illustrated in this figure) and
complex user interaction.
– 5 values to define the g function for the horizontal and vertical wavelet coefficients : αmin ∈
[0, 0.5], g(αmin) ∈ [0, 1], αnod > αmin, αnod ∈ [0, 2], αmax > αnod, αmax ∈ [0.01, 20],
g(αmax) ∈ [0.2, 1]
– the wavelet used for the discrete wavelet transformation (Daubechies 2 to 20),
– the variance of gaussian noise, σ ∈ [0, 100].
4.2 Fitness and user interaction
User evaluations to the images are given in almost the same way as presented in 3.2 : The user
gives his notations with help of slides attached to the images within the range [−6(verybad), ...0(neutral), ...+
6(verygood)].
The genetic engine of the extended IEA is highly customisable by setting parameters. In contrast
to the behavior of the first IEA, it is possible that all 6 images in the user interface are changed from
a generation to the next. But it might obviously be frustrating for the user to loose images that he
maybe considered as interesting. Therefore, the possibility to mark images as “Super Individuals”
has been introduced. Super individuals remain continuously visible as an image in the user interface
and also remain constant as individual in the population. The user may toggle this state at any time
by pressing a button, see figure 5.
To increase the variety of user interactivity, two new dialogs have been created :
– a dialog to view and manipulate the individuals in the population (figure 6),
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FIG. 5 – Clicking the star button toggles an individual as “Super Individual”. From thereon it is
treated as constant in the population.
– a dialog to view and manipulate the samples in the fitness map (figure 7).
These 2 dialogs both provide plots of the gene values of the individuals in the population, respec-
tively fitness map, along with their corresponding fitness values. By toggling checkboxes, additional
curves, such as an interpolation of fitness and sharing values, are shown.
An other tool of user interactivity was created by introducing “user ranges” (figure 8). These
ranges are soft-thresholds that constrain the search space of genes and can be set independently for
each of the 7 genes. The effects of these ranges on the genes of individuals are described in 4.3.
The new IEA also includes a history function which allows to recall the state of the population
at any time.
4.3 Genetic Engine
The introduction of a varying population size and a fitness map required some major changes to
the genetic engine of the first IEA. The extended IEA therefore differs from the first IEA in many
points. Selection methods now strongly depend on the fitness map. Crossover and mutation operators
may also depend on the fitness map. The genetic cycle was extended by an “image selection”. This
INRIA
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FIG. 6 – The population editor. Individuals may be added to the population, existing individuals
may be deleted and their genotype can be manipulated. The gene values are plotted on 7 curves as
red stars. The plotted curves are interpolations of the fitness (or shared fitness) samples values.
method selects the 6 individuals that are shown to the user as images. The extended evolutionary
cycle employed in this program is illustrated in figure 4.
The fitness map is a matrix of size [8xN ]. N is the number of samples that are saved in the
fitness map. These samples are vectors of size [8x1], made of a genotype and its corresponding
fitness value. The fitness map is used to interpolate between the available samples in order to predict
the fitness values of unknown genotypes. Two interpolation methods have been implemented :
– “nearest’ : The fitness value of the nearest sample in the fitness map is returned as the fitness
value of the unknown sample.
– “interpolation” : Interpolating polynomials of order 8 are calculated for each gene using the
samples of the fitness map (red stars interpolated by red lines in figure 9). The approximated
fitness value for an unknown sample (see green markers in figure 9) is the mean value of the 7
polynomials for the genes values of the unknown sample.
Various selection algorithms have been implemented. These selection operators can be deployed
by the parent-, offspring- and image selection. The respective selection operator that is actually used
in a certain stage of the genetic cycle is set offline with help of a configuration file.
The available selection methods are the following :
RR n° 5535
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FIG. 7 – The fitness map editor. Samples may be deleted and their fitness can be reevaluated.
FIG. 8 – Plot of sample fitness for the values of αmin. An interpolation of the fitness values is plotted
as a red curve. The sharing estimation is plotted as a yellow curve. Setting an user preferred range
for individual genes is done by drag and drop of the blue brackets.
– “fittest” : The Individual with the best fitness value is selected.
– “cycle” : n individuals are selected by cycling through a number m of the fittest individuals.
This method can be used to generate an offspring from a small number of parent individuals
(as in the first IEA).
– “roulette” : Randomized variant of fitness-proportionate selection.
– “rank” : Randomized variant of rank-proportionate selection. The selection probability for an
individual is pressure−rank, where “pressure” adjusts the strenght of selection and “rank” is
the position of the individual inside the population (sorted by decreasing fitness values).
INRIA
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FIG. 9 – The 2 fitness estimation methods illustrated for a sample genotype (green) : nearest method
(blue), interpolation method (yellow). The y axes represent the fitness values, while the x axes
represent the gene values
A sharing algorithm has been implemented. Equaly to the sharing algorithm of the first denoi-
sing IEA, fitness values are weighted with a sharing factor that is calculated from mean genotype
distances inside the population. Genotypes with a high mean distance to the other genotypes in the
population consequently have a bigger gain of fitness. The pressure of this sharing method can be
set in a configuration file, independently for each selection method. Distinct selection of individuals
is also implemented and configurable.
Different versions of the genetic operators (crossover and mutation) have been implemented :
– crossover : “random” : New individuals are a weighted combination of their parents. The
weights are randomly chosen in [0, 1]. “swap” : Special case of random crossover. Parent
genes are randomly swapped to generate children genotype. “factory” : This methods builds
new genotypes out of the best genes from two parent individuals. The necessary fitness for
individual genes is taken from the earlier described interpolating polynomials.
RR n° 5535
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– mutation : “random” : Gaussian perturbation of each gene with a given σ. “prefered area” :
Gaussian perturbation of each gene towards it’s user range (4.2). There is no effect on a gene
when it is already located inside the user area.
5 Experiments
Quantitative evaluations are rather difficult to perform on interactive evolutionary algorithms. To
be able to evaluate the efficiency of the fitness map scheme or, to some extent, compare the first IEA
with the extended IEA, experiments were made in a non-interactive way.
The two algorithms were run on several noisy images, for which the initial “non-noiy” images
were available, and for various parameter settings.
5.1 The non-interactive software
For these tests, the software was silgthly modified (see modified user interface in figure 10). The
user evaluations were replaced by automatic evaluations. A user fitness is therefore imitated by the
calculation of a phenodistance between the noisy images and their corresponding original images.
The two presented versions of the IEA had to run 30 generations on every noisy image and for
every parameter setting. In each generation the minimum phenodistance was collected in order to
produce a convergence curve. This was repeated for at least 30 times. Afterwards a mean curve of
convergence was calculated. The 2 presented versions of the IEA have been compared on the basis
of these average curves.
Unfortunately, neither the calculation of an overall pixel color difference nor the calculation of a
mean pixel color difference between 2 images can properly modelize the human reception of relevant
differences between 2 images. However, we have chosen to use a mean difference to calculate the
phenodistance between 2 images.
5.2 Parameters
As these experiments consume a remarkable amount of calculation time, we decided to concen-
trate on a varying population size for the extended IEA.
The most important parameters used for the tests with the new IEA are :
– Population size : 16, 32, 64 and 128 Individuals.
– Parent selection : Rank selection (as presented in 4.3).
– Offspring size : 90% of parent generation.
– Image selection : Fittest selection.
– Fitness map interpolation : nearest.
– Use of “Super Individual” : in each generation the image with the lowest phenodistance to the
original image is set as super individual.
On the basis of the previous parameters, one generation is equivalent to 5 user interactions.
The parameters for the “basic” IEA remained unchanged :
– Population size : 6 Individuals
INRIA
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FIG. 10 – The modified interface allows batch jobs.
– Parent selection : Fittest 3,
– Offspring size : 3 Individuals,
– Image selection : not necessary.
On the basis of the previous parameters one generation is equivalent to 3 user interactions.
5.3 Results
To ensure a fair comparison between the two algorithms, the average curves of convergence are
plotted with respect to the number of user interactions (i.e. user evaluations) instead of the genera-
tions number.
Figures 11, 12 and 13 show a clear improvement of the minimisation behaviour for the fitness
map scheme, the larger the population, the more efficient.
The loss of precision of the fitness calculation based on the fitness map, wich is a very rough
approximation of the user – or phenotypic (for the automated version) – fitness, is compensated by
the exploration capabilities of a larger population.
This improved exploration capability has also been noticed in a qualitative manner by users on
the original interactive IEA.
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FIG. 11 – Comparison of mean convergence for different population sizes. Original Image : Sommet
256. Noisy Image : Sommet 256 with Gauss σ = 20.
6 Conclusion
The fitness map scheme has been proved to be efficient on an interactive multifractal image
denoising application. The manipulation of a much larger population in conjunction with the use of
rough approximations of the user fitness provides a solution to the “user bottleneck” problem. The
fitness map scheme can be easily generalised to other application, including non-interactive ones
where exact fitness calculations are computationally expensive.
Further work will include extensions of this scheme to other interactive evolutionaru image
analysis and signal processing tasks. We also intend to consider the fitness map on difficult non-
interactive inverse problems such as the inverse problem for IFS, related to fractal compression
techniques.
The presented IEA was originally developed as standalone program. Fully retaining its standa-
lone capabilities, the software has been extended to integrate with the Fraclab Toolbox, see figure 14.
It is now easily possible to exchange images between the IEA and the Fraclab Toolbox. The Fraclab
Toolbox, including the presented new IEA, is available as download at http://fractales.inria.fr.
INRIA
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FIG. 12 – Comparison of mean convergence for different population sizes. Original Image : Lena
256. Noisy Image : Lena 256 with Gauss σ = 25.
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